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It is a very grave hour that brings us together, incisive for humanity, admonishing those who have the knowledge or are learning, who are permitted to stand in the blessing of the Grail.

It is an hour of threefold significance!

The separation of the Light from the earth through mankind’s guilt at the crucifixion of the Son of God! It was at the same time that the terrible event took place.

“It is accomplished”

This word tore asunder the bridge that had closely connected the Son of God with His Disciples since soon afterward He left His earthly body leaving them to their own devices: to show by example how to live according to the Will of God!

At the same hour nine years ago the Son of God returned to earth once more, after a long period of preparation from the Light, spiritually, in order to personally transfer to me His office for Creation, in the presence of all the Primordially Created Ones as well as a circle of a few chosen earthmen. It was a sublime moment the power of which, unusual for earthly humans, no one who was present will ever be able to forget.

Thirdly, today the hour brings to all of humanity the beginning of the climax of the spiritual Judgment! This will last until the next Festival of the Holy Dove! Then follows the final execution. Execution of all judgments which men have passed upon themselves in the free volition granted them. Until I will be able to step before Godfather and report to Him, with the momentous word:

“It is accomplished!”

I leave it up to each and every one of you to imagine the significance lying in those few words which I tell you today, their complete gravity and awfulness.

Also, for the fulfilment, a bridge will slowly be broken off in me which up until now closely connected me with you and humanity on earth! The earthly human Spiritual in me is being dissolved by the Light! With this, the earthly human intuitive perception ceases for me; however, understanding does not. Note this well. For the intellect as a product of the earthly body, the brain, is closely tied to this body so that all that I have learned thus far, that is the understanding of human deeds is retained by me since the earthly body continues to be retained by me for the fulfilment.
Only the human spiritual part which up until now had to develop this gross-material body for the earthly task and which bore the earth name “Bernhardt” is now being dissolved as Divine White Light streams into this earthly body, as a consequence of the Primordial Creation Law which I already explained to you in the Lecture “Life”.

The bridge which I then lack to mankind on earth as well as to humanity in the entire Subsequent Creation must be replaced by you, Knights, Apostles, Disciples! You will then be mediators between me and all of humanity! Stand pure and firm in this and never allow a gap to form! The responsibility you bear before God and for mankind is “immeasurably” great in the truest sense of the word!

Prepare yourselves for this; for your hour is approaching together with mine!

Let us pray:

“Father, we all are aware of the gravity of the hour!
Help us in Your Love and in Your Power,
So that Justice in its purest form
Will now come to this earth and abide!”